
Exoticism and Romanticism
in a Dining Room Design



A feminine apartment in Museum Tower, Dallas, found  
the exotic touch to get an elegant and exquisite space 

with KOKET’s Nymph Chandelier.

Laura Lee Clark Interior Design choose KOKET’s Nymph Chandelier to be the statement piece in 
this chic apartment, located in Dallas’s luxury high-rise, Museum Tower. The feminine apart-
ment was purchased by a lady who was looking for a place that could combine elegance and 
lavishness, but with a very feminine look.
“
She wanted it to reflect her personality. She’s a single woman, and she could do what she 
wanted to do – she didn’t have any rules. She’s friendly with lots of good energy”, explain Laura 
Lee, in an interview to D Home Magazine.

The Clark’s firm created the feminine interior design that the client wants by combining differ-
ent hues of pink with exclusive design and exquisite furniture pieces. The final touch was the 
tempting and seductive Nymph Chandelier.

The exotic and daring chandelier, featuring a fanciful explosion of gold butterflies silently hover-
ing in a spherical shape, makes this dining room flirtatiously whimsical to the eye. Showers of 
gleaming gold butterflies are mixed with the soft, princess pink of the room design to create a 
provocative ambiance of both daring and elegant.
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About KOKET
Love Happened over a simple sketch of a chair in a New York City Lounge over cocktails. As the grace of the pen took
to the paper the desire to possess and create other pieces with the same empowerment became euphoric.
KOKET is devotion to the seduction of the exquisite and to the provocation of love. Highly influenced by the
decorative arts, fashion, flora and fauna, forms and  decorative techniques from the glamorous eras reappear in the
most sophisticated versions of contemporary trends. KOKET brings empowering style to a highly edited unique
collection of furniture, passing on a sense of entitlement, exclusivity and prestige.
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Nymph Chandelier

The exotic image of butterflies flying free and wild gave the inspiration for the Nymph Chande-
lier. The elegant movement of this feminine animal is represented in the intricate brass filigree 
and shape of this KOKET chandelier. Every single butterfly is handmade by master artisans 
establishing perfect singularity and a one-of-a-kind piece.
Nymph Chandelier is a luxury piece which represents the innocent drama of a whimsical butter-
fly through the enchanted journey of life. This lighting is the perfect representation of women 
and their two different sides – the gentle, elegant and glamourous side, and the wild one.


